Regulation of cyclic nucleotide-gated channels.
Cyclic nucleotide-gated (CNG) channels are found in several cell types, and are best studied in photoreceptors and olfactory sensory neurons. There, CNG channels are gated by the second messengers of the visual and olfactory signalling cascades, cGMP and cAMP respectively, and operate as transduction channels generating the stimulus-induced receptor potentials. In visual and olfactory sensory cells CNG channels conduct cationic currents. Calcium can contribute a large fraction of this current, and calcium influx serves a modulatory role in CNG-channel mediated signal transduction. There have been recent developments in our understanding of how the regulation of CNG channels contributes to the physiological properties of photoreceptors and olfactory sensory cells, and in particular on the role of calcium-mediated feedback.